Sociology 130AC                         Social Inequalities, American Cultures
UC Berkeley, Fall 2022

MWF, 2:00-3:00pm, 10 Evans

Instructor: Joanna Reed, Ph.D., joannareed@berkeley.edu, 419 Social Sciences Building

Office hours: Mondays 3:15-4:15, drop-in and Wednesdays 3:15-5:15, appointments.

Sign up here for both in-person and remote appointments: https://www.wejoinin.com/sheets/bbntp

Course Description:

If you have ever taken a social science course, or even look at the news these days, then you already know that there is a lot of inequality in the U.S. This course offers a systematic introduction to exploring the causes, consequences and extent of social and economic inequalities in the U.S. as understood by sociologists. We begin by discussing theories and concepts that scholars use to understand different forms of inequality and how these are maintained and reproduced. This first part of the course will focus on answering the following questions: What social categories are most meaningful for explaining contemporary U.S. inequalities? How are these categories stratified, how are people assigned to them, and how are resources distributed across these categories? The second part of the course is devoted to providing a glimpse into how inequalities “work” in practice. We will do this by examining the institutions central to generating and sustaining inequalities in the contemporary United States and the connections between them: families, neighborhoods, education, labor markets and incarceration. Within each domain, we will pay special attention to the significance of race and ethnicity, social class, gender and how they combine to produce different outcomes and consequences for individuals and social groups.

You are used to academic challenges! This course may also be challenging in non-academic ways that will vary depending on your life experiences and identities.

• The material may challenge some of your common-sense understandings of social inequalities and lead you to confront your own, and your family’s, place in the U.S. stratification system. For some students, being in this course is the first time they recognize the depth of their own disadvantages or the extent of their privilege, all of which may cause discomfort.

• Your personal experiences may not fit the social patterns presented in class or in the readings. This is an opportunity for learning and exploration, but some students find this personally challenging and even threatening.
• We will be frankly discussing controversial topics in class. You are likely to encounter viewpoints that challenge your own or that you perceive as ignorant and hear opinions that you disagree with. It is crucial that we strive to maintain an atmosphere of open-mindedness and respect for each other’s perspectives and experiences. Please respect each other and the class by asking questions and making critiques that are grounded in class topics and materials, and by being tactful and polite. Think before you speak and consider how your position may sound to others. Respond to ideas rather than personally attacking or labeling the person expressing them.

Goals for the course:

By the end of the semester, you should be able to:

- Understand and explain sociological perspectives for how and why people are classified into social categories, and the social categories most consequential for explaining contemporary social inequalities.
- Understand and explain the role of institutions like the family, neighborhoods, education, labor markets and incarceration in structuring contemporary social inequalities.
- Apply this knowledge to understanding and contextualizing current events and debates centered around social inequalities, and to your own position in different systems of inequalities.
- Discuss some theoretically and empirically grounded ideas for what might shift current patterns of inequality.
- Gain experience in working with Census data and an introduction to observational fieldwork through the neighborhood project.

Evaluation:

Applying Theory Paper: 20% of grade

Take-Home Mid-term Essay Exam: 20% of grade

Neighborhoods and Social Environments Project: 30% of grade
  - Fieldwork Report (15%)
  - Paper (15%)

Take-Home Final Essay Exam: 20% of grade

Response/Reflection Papers: 10% of grade

Course Schedule*:
Part I: Understanding Social Inequalities

Week 1: Aug. 24, 26: A portrait of extremes: life at the bottom and top of the income scale


Week 2: Aug. 29, 31, Sept. 2: Foundational Theories of Inequality and Stratification


Week 3: Sept. 7, 9: Understanding Status-based Inequalities


Response/Reflection #1 due Sept. 9

Week 4: Sept. 12, 14, 16: Understanding Status-based Inequalities


Week 5: Sept. 19, 21, 23: More Theories of Inequality and Stratification: Building on Foundations

Applying Theory Paper due Sept. 23


Week 6: Sept. 26, 28, 30: Racial and Ethnic Inequality


Week 7: Oct. 3, 5, 7: Intersectional Inequalities

Response/Reflection #2 due on Oct. 7


**Week 8: Oct. 10, 12, 14:** Inequality, Politics and Policy


**Part 2: How Inequalities Work: Institutions and the Distribution of Resources**

**Week 9: Oct. 17, 19, 21:** Families and Family Structure

**Take-Home Mid-term Essay due Oct. 17 (no lecture that day)**


**Week 10: Oct. 24, 26, 28:** Neighborhoods

**Response/Reflection #3 due Oct. 28**

https://opportunityinsights.org/neighborhoods/


**Week 11: Oct. 31, Nov. 2, 4: Education**


**Recommended:** *The College Payoff*, The Center on Education and the Workforce, Georgetown University

**Week 12: Nov. 7, 9: Education/Labor Markets**

**Neighborhood and Social Environments Project: Fieldwork Report due Nov. 9**


**Week 13: Nov. 14, 16, 18: Labor Markets**


**Week 14: Nov. 21-25 (Thanksgiving Holiday Break):**

**Neighborhood and Social Environments Paper due Nov. 23**

No class this week and no new reading.

**Week 15: Nov. 28, 30, Dec. 2: Mass Incarceration**

**Response/Reflection #4 due Dec. 2**


“RRR” week: Dec. 5-9

Final Exam: Take Home Final Exam is due on Dec. 15th. Questions will be available one week prior to the due date.

Overview of assignments and academic expectations.

Detailed prompts for all assignments are on bCourses.

Take-home Exams: Both the midterm and final exam will be take-home essay exams. Essay prompts for both exams will be posted one week before each exam is due. The final exam will focus on the second part of the course but may include material from before the midterm. Exams will be evaluated according to the traditional letter-based system (i.e. “A”, “B”, “C”, etc.).

Applying Theory Paper: In this 4-6 page paper, you will analyze either a current event or other recent social phenomenon according to at least 2 different theories/readings we have considered and discussed in class. The complete prompt is on bCourses. This paper will be evaluated with letter-based grading.

Neighborhood and Social Environments Project: This project incorporates elements of fieldwork, working with census and possibly other data and a written essay. The purpose is to explore how social inequalities are spatially distributed, and how places matter in creating social environments and context. The full prompt and instructions are on bCourses. The paper itself will be evaluated with letter-based grading; the Fieldwork, Data and Analysis Report will be evaluated according to a contract-based system (i.e. you will get full credit if you follow instructions and make a good effort).

Response/Reflection Papers: There will be four short reflection papers due during the semester. The purpose of these papers is to create a space for students to reflect on their personal reactions and responses to the course material. These papers will be contract based, in terms of evaluation. If you miss one of these assignments during the semester, you can make it up during RRR week. Prompts for each of the four papers will be on bCourses two weeks prior to the due date.

Reading: Much of the work of this class consists of keeping up with and mastering the content of the assigned readings. All readings will be available to you through bCourses. You can find them in two places: by clicking “Files”>“Readings” and then the folder for the week, or by going to “Pages” and clicking on the appropriate page for the week.
For any given week, please read in the order listed on the syllabus. Readings are assigned for the week, rather than by the day, to allow for more flexibility in the class. That said, we will generally consider them sequentially. In general, try to complete the first reading before Monday’s class, and everything before Friday.

Bound hard copies of course readings can be purchased at the Copy Central Store at 2411 Telegraph Ave. While not required, I strongly advise investing in your learning this semester by purchasing one. Numerous studies have shown that we retain material better when we read it offline. Also, you don’t need internet access or a functioning computer to do the reading and stay caught up! Please note that the two books listed above are NOT included in the volume that is for sale. Both print and digital versions are available.

**Attendance:** This is an in-person class and consistent attendance is a basic academic expectation. If you are not able, or not planning, to come to class regularly then please drop the class now. To reward students for attendance, we will have periodic random attendance checks for which you will earn extra credit points.

**Course capture:** Our class is scheduled for course capture. This means that there will be recordings (audio recording + slides) available of each class meeting on our class bCourses site. I am doing this because Covid is still with us. *These recordings are not meant to substitute for in-person attendance in class.* I will post these as soon as I can after they are available. Recordings will remain on bCourses for a week or so, and all will be removed prior to the release of exam questions. Course capture recordings can be accessed in the “Media Gallery” of our class bCourses site.

**Try to keep up with the news,** using a reliable source. This will make class more meaningful as you will see how often our class topics are relevant to current events. I suggest major news outlets such as NPR (National Public Radio), *The New York Times*, *The LA Times* or other major newspapers. NPR is free, and you can get access to newspapers through the UCB library. More information is on the “Library Resources” page on bCourses.

**Grading Policies:**

**Readers:** Graduate student Readers will do the bulk of the grading for this class. We will all work together to make sure the grading is as consistent and equitable as possible. Around the second or third week of the semester, students will be assigned a Reader that will be their primary contact for dealing with administrative matters around DSP extensions, other extension requests and any issues around attendance checks. This same person may grade all or some of your assignments.

**Due dates and Grace Period:** All assignments will have a due date, as usual. However, in the spirit of offering more flexibility to everyone, there will be a grace period that will extend for 24 hours after the deadline. An assignment turned in after the official due date, but before the end of the grace period will not be considered late. The grace period extends
to all students and all assignments—you do not need to ask for permission or notify us if you plan to turn in work during the grace period.

**Late Assignments Policy:** If you have a personal emergency or are ill, contact your Reader at the *earliest opportunity* about an extension. Unexcused late assignments will be marked down 10% for each day after the grace period of 24 hours expires. At times, I or Readers may request documentation of an illness, emergency, or other situation.

**Academic Accommodations:** Ask for accommodations if you are a DSP student (according to your LOA). Make sure that the DSP office has sent me a copy of your letter. If you have an accommodation for take-home assignments, it is your responsibility to contact your Reader to ask for an extension. Please bear in mind that accommodations for extra time on in-class exams do not apply to take-home assignments. You are always welcome to reach out to me to discuss accommodations. Accommodations are also available for the observance of religious holidays, or due to conflicts related to student athletics. Please reach out to me if you have another issue not “officially” covered and we can talk about it. Here is a link to more information from UCB about academic accommodations and resources: [https://evcp.berkeley.edu/programs-resources/academic-accommodations-hub](https://evcp.berkeley.edu/programs-resources/academic-accommodations-hub)

**Re-grade policy:** Please first talk with the person who graded your assignment for more feedback. Readers have the authority to change grades if they believe it is warranted. If you believe a mistake was made on your assignment, and want me to review it, write a short statement explaining why you think your assignment deserves a different grade, making sure to reference the assignment rubric. This statement should be about the substance of your work, rather than effort. I will then re-grade your paper and determine the final grade for the assignment. All re-grade requests must be made within a week of when an assignment is handed back. Per University policy, no re-grades are possible for final exams.

**Incomplete Grades:** Incompletes are an option of last resort for students experiencing true medical or other emergencies that make it impossible for them to complete their coursework on time. To be considered for an incomplete grade, students need to speak with me about it DURING the semester, have completed at least half of the coursework, and provide documentation of the reason for the request.

**Academic honesty is expected of all students.** It is extremely important that everyone submits their own original work, produced specifically for this course, in order to receive credit. Suspected violations relating to this course will be reported to the office of student conduct and dealt with according to university policies. *Be aware of plagiarism.* Word for word use of even a single sentence from any author, publication or website without proper citation is plagiarism and is unethical and unacceptable. So is very closely following the structure and wording of another author’s work. In addition, please be aware that you may not turn in any portion of your own previous work submitted for credit in another course without substantial revision. Plagiarism will result in a failing grade on the paper or exam in question with no opportunity to rewrite, as will any other kind of academic dishonesty. If you have questions about how to properly cite materials, or how to paraphrase
appropriately, please ask! The student writing center is a good resource for questions about this.

**Turnitin**: All of your assignments will be checked for plagiarism by Turnitin. Please be aware that this program keeps a database of work previously turned in for this class by other students, as well as any of your own work that you turned in for credit in a previous class.

**University Resources for Students**

**Your Health and Well-Being**: Life as a college student can be full of excitement and possibilities, but at times may feel overwhelming or be difficult in other ways. New challenges and situations are an opportunity for learning about yourself, the world and the kind of life you want to live and some degree of discomfort and adjustment is to be expected. However, if you are experiencing distress or anxiety to the extent that it is negatively affecting your academic and social life, or have a pre-existing mental health issue, there are resources on campus to help. You are not alone; many others share your difficulties. Even if you don’t think you need them, I encourage you to look at these websites now, so you know what is available. In addition to counseling appointments there are web tutorials and videos, support groups and mindfulness classes. Counseling center staff have told me these groups and classes can be a great preventative resource, and are a great way to get the semester off to a good start. Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS), (510) 642-9494, [https://uhs.berkeley.edu/counseling](https://uhs.berkeley.edu/counseling). More general resources on mental health, services are at [https://uhs.berkeley.edu/health-topics/mental-health](https://uhs.berkeley.edu/health-topics/mental-health).

Remember that regular exercise, getting enough sleep, healthy eating, getting together with friends in-person to have fun and not spending too much time online/on your phone are important ways to support mental health. (A message from the parent side of me!)

**Student Learning Center**: “The primary academic support service for students at Berkeley, the SLC helps students transition to Cal; navigate the academic terrain; create networks of resources; and achieve academic, personal and professional goals.”

**Sexual Harassment and Violence Support Services**: To learn more about these issues, how to support survivors, or how to file a report and receive support services, start here: [http://survivorsupport.berkeley.edu](http://survivorsupport.berkeley.edu).

Please note that I am not a confidential advocate; I am a mandated reporter. You can speak to a Confidential Care Advocate.

**Undocumented Students** can find university resources and support at: [https://undocu.berkeley.edu/](https://undocu.berkeley.edu/)
Economic, Food, and Housing Support: If you are in need of economic, food, or housing support, you can find help at the Basic Needs Center (https://basicneeds.berkeley.edu/home).

Technology resources and support for students: Please see this page for the latest information on university-provided support: https://studenttech.berkeley.edu/home

*Course schedule is subject to change at the discretion of the instructor.*